George Grenville Nursery Home Learning Ideas
Below are the Areas of Learning within the Early Years Foundation Stage.
We have put together some development steps that you can observe or introduce
through play whilst at home.
We have broken them down to suit both our younger and older nursery children with
an extension if you think it is suitable for your child.
Please remember this is not homework.
We have seen some lovely home activities being done so please continue with these
and if you want to share them with us, or share the activities below, please send
messages or photos to

nursery@georgegrenville.co.uk
Personal, Social and
Emotional
Development

Communication and
Language

Physical
Development

Literacy
Reading

Literacy
Writing

Mathematics

Younger
I understand some
of my family’s rules
and boundaries.

I can communicate
my wants, needs
and interests using
words or gestures.
I can climb the
stairs one step at a
time.

Older
I can play a turn
taking game and
know when it’s my
turn and when it’s
someone else’s
turn.
I can tell you what
I am doing and
what I am going to
do next.
I can stand on one
leg and balance and
then swap to the
other leg.

I can anticipate
I can predict the
repeated phrases in end of a story and
a favourite story.
talk about the
characters and
setting.
I enjoy mark
I can talk about
making with a range the marks I make
of resources e.g.
and what they mean
pens, crayons,
to me.
chalks, paints.

I use some
numbers
independently while
I’m playing.

I can count up to 5
or 10 objects giving
each object an
individual number.

Extension
I can make up my
own game and
explain the rules.

I can talk about
past events and
explain what
happened.
I can explore
different ways to
move e.g. skipping,
hopping, side
stepping.
I can make up my
own stories.

I am beginning to
do representations
of people and
object adding
recognisable
characteristics e.g.
arms, legs, eyes.
I can recognise
numerals and tell
you what number
they represent.

Understanding the
World

I can talk about
some of the things
I can see around
me.

Expressive Arts
and Design

I can move
rhythmically to
music.

I can notice
detailed features
of the things I can
see around me and
describe them to
you.
I can copy dance
moves or actions to
familiar music,
songs or rhymes.

I am interested in
why things happen
and how things
work.

I can make up my
own songs or
change the words
to a familiar song.

During this time of home learning the nursery staff will be learning how to sign using
Makaton and we would like you to join us.
Challenge 1 – Try and use these signs everyday.

